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sustainability
Our direct from dock supply (European managed forests) ensures we offer
sustainable materials from PEFC and FSC certificated sources at competitive
prices.

certification & regulations
We offer a service that can work with
any self-builder or developer from kit
erect to a full build with full structural
and U-Value calculations for NHBC, or
equivalent certification.
Timber Frame It (SE) issue a contract
of health & safety in accordance with
current CD&M Regulations. All of our
erectors are highly trained to work
professionally with our risk
assessments and method statements.

flexibility
Building any project requires careful planning.

Self-Builds

Developments

Commercial

Manufacturing your timber frame in our factory within the heart of Sussex we can
control and maintain product quality and provide complete flexibility for your
design and build specification, we host conference facilities to help you schedule
all of the 18 trade elements within a timber frame construction, from foundations
and services to decorating and finals.

insulation
We believe in not just following the building regulations, they’re a
minimum guide. High levels of thermal insulation can be incorporated
in the construction offering long term savings for a small investment,
keeping cool in the summer and warm quick heating response in the
winter.
Timber Frame It (SE) also stocks and uses natural and recycled insulation
materials containing no ozone damaging CFC’s.

Timber Frame It (SE) Ltd has compiled a standard construction detail manual to
enable designers and architects to solve their timber frame building regs. with
proven, cost effective solutions that exceed the requirements of the current
building regulations in England and Wales.

Skeeling
0.20 W/M²Kj

Ceiling
0.13 W/M²Kj

Tile-Hung Wall
0.26 WM²Kj

Brick-Face Wall
0.25 W/M²Kj

Floor
0.20 W/M²Kj

Joists
Solid Timber

Timber Frame It (SE) Ltd are BBA inspected, Warmcel approved installers.
We can install Warmcel 300 for loft/roof space applications and Warmcel
500 for timber frame wall applications. Warmcel offers high levels of
recycled content and quick-win solutions for the Code for Sustainable
Homes.

The product is delivered into the loft/roof or wall via a long hose connected
to a main ‘blow machine’. This shreds and blows the insulation through the
hose into the applicable area at the touch of a remote control button which
is attached to the installer.

Specialists in Bespoke Timber Frame Construction
Our service encompasses all aspects of the building including, help with
understanding building regulations, U-Values, SAP and pressure testing,
including air leakage barriers wrapped around windows and doors. This
ensures the house is as airtight as possible.
Timber Frame It (SE) Ltd are at the forefront of the self-build market,
building with Timber Frame It (SE) will give you the opportunity to achieve a
truly individual, energy efficient and environmentally friendly home, on
schedule on budget with good communication and planning for a stress free
build
If you would like to discuss any project please do not hesitate to contact
Gary Gates on T 01424 213400 M 07950 041 454 or E
info@timberframeit.co.uk

